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PURPOSE OF THE LONG TERM FINANCIAL PLAN
The Long Term Financial Plan (LTFP) is an integral part of Council’s suite of strategic management plans that links 
Council’s Business Plans and Asset Management Plans and translates the outcomes and strategies of Council’s 
Business	Plans	into	financial	terms.	Council’s	LTFP	provides	the	basis	for	the	preparation	of	Council’s	Annual	Business	
Plan.	The	LTFP	also	reflects	the	known	impacts	of	projects	included	in	Council’s	4	Year	Business	Plan	2019-2023.

A shared Community Vision
Innovating a future for the 
city and its residents

A suite of plans that focus 
Council’s contributions to  
the Community Vision

Council’s delivery program 
over its term

Team level planning to ensure 
community and Council’s 
priorities are delivered

Identifies how Council’s  
work is resourced and paid 
for each year

Individual delivery and 
development plans

STRATEGIC 
MANAGEMENT 
FRAMEWORK

30 YEAR COMMUNITY VISION
TOWARDS 2040
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STRATEGIC PLANS
STRATEGIC PLAN
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ASSET MANAGEMENT PLAN
LONG TERM FINANCIAL PLAN

HEALTH, SAFETY & ENVIRONMENT PLAN

BUSINESS PLAN
JULY 2019–JUNE 2023

WORK AREA PLANS

ANNUAL BUSINESS PLAN

PERFORMANCE DEVELOPMENT PLANS
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The	LTFP	helps	ensure	that	long	term	financial	sustainability	can	be	maintained	while	meeting	the	needs	and	
expectations	of	our	communities	and	delivering	Council’s	objectives	as	specified	in	the	30	Year	Community	Vision	–	
‘Towards	2040’,	and	related	strategies.	

Reviewing	the	LTFP	on	an	annual	basis	concurrently	with	Council’s	Annual	Budget	helps	ensure	confidence	in	the	
long-term	financial	sustainability	of	the	organisation.	

Part	of	this	process	includes	conducting	an	environmental	scan.	Environmental	scanning	is	an	ongoing	process,	
keeping	us	future	focussed,	aware	of	the	bigger	picture	and	mindful	of	emerging	risks	and	opportunities.	An	
extensive review of opportunities and challenges from current and emerging internal and external trends and 
influences	is	conducted	annually	with	key	issues	being	identified	in	Council’s	Annual	Business	Plan.	This	supports	
the consideration of strategic priorities and responses considering emerging priority pressures and opportunities. 
The criticality of each issue and opportunity was assessed. Responses targeting what council has in place or will do 
differently	have	been	developed	for	all	critical	issues	and	opportunities.	

Because	of	the	nature	of	the	estimates	and	assumptions	made	and	the	uncertainty	of	changes	within	the	economy,	
the	LTFP	requires	regular	review	and	updating.	This	process	involves	input	from	management,	Council	and	the	
Finance and Audit Committee. 

The review and updating of Council’s Asset Management Plans is currently in progress and these will assist in 
providing more accurate information for the renewal and ongoing maintenance of Council’s existing assets. 

CEO STATEMENT ON FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY
This	LTFP	demonstrates	that	Council	is	in	a	strong	financial	position	to	not	only	enable	a	zero	average	rate	increase	
in	2020-2021	but	continue	with	rate	increases	lower	than	CPI	throughout	the	LTFP	and	maintaining	a	relatively	low	
level of debt over the term of the LTFP.

Key	financial	indicators	used	to	assess	Council’s	long-term	financial	sustainability	include	the	operating	surplus/
(deficit)	ratio,	asset	renewal	funding	ratio	and	the	net	financial	liabilities	ratio.	These	ratios	are	in	line	with	Council’s	
established	benchmarks	to	ensure	the	sustainability	of	Council’s	long-term	financial	performance	and	position.

Continually improving the integration between City of Marion’s suite of Strategic Plans which include Council’s 
Business	Plans,	Asset	Management	Plans,	LTFP	and	Annual	Business	Planning	processes	ensures	Council	develops	
and	implements	a	robust	and	transparent	system	of	financial	management	aligned	to	the	longer	term	aspirations	for	
the	city	as	expressed	in	the	30	Year	Community	Vision	-	‘Towards	2040’.

The LTFP is the mechanism by which the funding requirements for these Strategic Plans are implemented to ensure 
we	continue	to	operate	in	a	financially	sustainable	way	by	ensuring	we	are	progressively	establishing,	maintaining	
and	assessing	our	long-term	financial	sustainability.

The	Council	ensures	we	have	the	financial	capacity	to	continue	to	provide	service	levels	which	meet	the	needs	of	our	
community	in	a	financially	sustainable	way	by:

• Striving	to	continually	improve	our	efficiency	in	the	provision	of	existing	and	future	services	by	proactively	
seeking	out	savings	without	affecting	service	delivery	levels.

• Maintaining an operating surplus over the life of the LTFP whilst spending on renewal and upgrade of community 
assets.

• Continuously improving our Asset Management Plans to ensure we are appropriately maintaining around $1.2b 
of assets by renewing vital infrastructure and facilities.

• Taking out new borrowings where appropriate in accordance with our Treasury Management Policy and 
maintaining our debt and interest costs within Council’s established benchmarks and ensuring our capacity to 
service and repay this debt into the future.

• Operating	within	the	key	financial	indicators	and	benchmarks	over	the	life	of	the	LTFP	to	ensure	we	maintain	a	
sound	financial	position.
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Consideration	however	must	also	be	given	to	numerous	risks	with	the	potential	to	influence	the	outcomes	and	affect	
Council’s	long-term	financial	position.	The	following	key	risks	may	fall	into	this	category:

• Following	a	zero-rate	increase	in	2020-2021,	Councils’	rates	assumes	an	average	rate	increase	of	less	than	CPI	
for the remainder of the plan. Council will continue to monitor the appropriateness of forecast rate increases in 
the	LTFP.	This	must	be	balanced	with	the	real	cost	of	service	provision,	capital	maintenance	and	service	demand	
from the community.

• Capping employee costs at 2.3% throughout the plan may not be sustainable should service levels increase and 
associated	increases	in	staffing	levels	be	required.

• Competing priorities and community expectations; there are currently several unfunded aspirational strategic 
projects	identified	for	further	investigation	across	the	City	as	well	as	several	unfunded	and	unprioritised	
initiatives. It is crucial that these initiatives are prudently assessed with appropriate due diligence and in a 
disciplined	manner	to	ensure	Councils	long	term	financial	sustainability	is	preserved.

• Increasing levels of community housing transfers across the City of Marion resulting in increasing levels of rate rebates.

• Changes to Local Government funding programs and potential risk in relation to cost shifting from the Federal 
and State Government to Local Government.

• In the area of asset renewal and infrastructure management there are challenges that will need to be addressed. 
Council’s	LTFP	currently	indicates	there	is	sufficient	funding	to	meet	the	renewal	requirements	of	its	Asset	
Management	Plans,	however	timing	of	funds	and	works	for	different	asset	classes	will	be	refined	and	further	inform	
the LTFP. There are some classes of assets that are not currently wholly incorporated into Council’s AMP’s and this 
information is actively being sought to assess and incorporate into the LTFP. Council is actively working on meeting 
this challenge and ensuring that assets are in serviceable condition and meet the community expectations.

Long	term	financial	planning	is	an	iterative	process	and	the	assumptions	applied	are	reviewed	annually	using	
updated	information.	This	ensures	Council	continually	reviews	its	financial	performance	and	remains	firmly	focussed	
on	maintaining	long	term	financial	sustainability.

BASIS OF PREPARATION
Council’s	LTFP	provides	the	basis	for	the	preparation	of	its	Annual	Business	Plan.	The	LTFP	also	reflects	the	known	
impacts	of	projects	included	in	Council’s	4	Year	Business	Plan	2019-2023.

PLAN FRAMEWORK
The	LTFP	has	been	prepared	under	the	following	framework:

• Supports the achievement of the City of Marion’s Strategic Directions.
• Addresses	issues	arising	and	opportunities	identified	from	internal	audit	reviews,	service	reviews	and	business	

excellence assessments.
• Maintains,	on	average,	a	break-even	or	positive	funding	(cash)	position	over	the	Long-Term	Financial	Plan.
• Continues	to	improve	the	maintenance	of	assets	in	accordance	with	Council’s	Asset	Management	Plans,	with	a	

priority	on	maintenance	before	renewal,	and	renewal	before	new	when	it	is	cost	effective	to	do	so.
• Reviews existing services and assets to ensure they meet prioritised community needs.
• Council	only	approve	new	Major	Projects	where	it	has	the	identified	funding	capacity	to	do	so.	
• Maintains Council’s position for an average residential rate which remains among the lower rating  

metropolitan councils.
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ASSUMPTIONS
In	constructing	the	LTFP,	several	assumptions	and	variables	were	applied:

• Where	changes	to	service	delivery	have	been	prioritised	and	approved	by	Council	subject	to	financial	capacity,	
these have been incorporated into the Annual Business Plan/Long Term Financial Plan. Where no other 
endorsement	exists,	service	delivery	levels	are	maintained	at	current	levels.

• The	2020/2021	budget	(first	year	of	the	LTFP)	has	been	based	upon	historical	actuals.	
• For	the	years	from	2021/2022	onwards	a	2.5%	increase	per	annum	is	applied	to	operating	income	and	

expenditure	amounts	in	line	with	the	Reserve	Bank’s	targeted	CPI	with	the	following	exceptions:
• Rates	–	the	assumptions	for	the	ABP	and	LTFP	includes	a	zero	%	rates	increase	plus	growth,	forecast	at	1.0%	

in	2020/21	with	lower	than	CPI	increases	forecast	throughout	the	remainder	of	the	LTFP.
• Employee	Costs	-	a	2.3%	increase	per	annum	is	applied	to	Employee	costs	with	consideration	given	to	the	

revised timetable relating to the change in the Superannuation Guarantee. The Superannuation Guarantee 
increases	recommence	on	1	July	2021	with	five	annual	increases	of	0.5%	each,	in	line	with	the	Federal	
Government’s	target	for	12%	Superannuation	from	2025/26,	being	incorporated	into	the	LTFP.	
The	salary	staff	(inside/ASU)	agreement	covers	the	three	years	to	June	2022	and	includes	a	2%	increase	
with	a	CPI	safety	net.	The	wages	staff	(outdoor/AWU)	agreement	runs	until	June	2021	and	includes	a	2.5%	
increase or CPI (whichever is higher).

• Interest	expenses	are	directly	related	to	Council	existing	and	forecast	borrowings	and	cash	flows.
• Interest	revenue	is	directly	related	to	Council	investments	and	cash	flows	and	is	carefully	monitored	in	line	

with interest rate movements.
• An	adjustments	schedule	is	used	to	account	for	any	future	variations	in	operating	activities	(e.g.	an	

adjustment	is	made	for	election	expenses	to	reflect	that	they	only	occur	once	every	four	years).
• Capital	Grants,	subsidies	and	monetary	contributions	reflect	tied	monies	received	in	relation	to	the	purchase/

construction of new assets and are budgeted in accordance with information known at the time of preparing 
the ABP/LTFP.

KEY OUTCOMES/CONCLUSIONS
OVERVIEW
The	major	outcomes	and	projects	contained	within	the	LTFP	include:

• Mitchell Park Sports & Community Redevelopment
A	multi-function	community	centre	that	accommodates	regional	recreation	and	a	multi-purpose	sports	hub	will	
be	delivered	in	2020/2021	and	2021/2022	to	support	greater	use	by	residents	and	the	community	through	a	
range	of	activities	and	services.	The	redevelopment	will	include	indoor	and	outdoor	multipurpose	sports	courts,	
clubrooms,	a	neighbourhood	centre	and	dog	club.	This	project	has	secured	grant	funding	of	$5m	from	the	
Federal	Government	with	up	to	$10.740m	committed	by	the	City	of	Marion.

• Edwardstown Employment Precinct
Council	is	transforming	Edwardstown	into	a	modern	business	district	to	attract	new	industry	and	create	jobs.	
Work	includes	making	the	streets	greener,	cooler,	and	more	attractive	with	a	$170,000	project	funded	equally	
between Council and State Government.

• Oaklands Precinct Project
Centred	on	the	grade	separation	of	the	Oaklands	railway	crossing	Council	committed	to	a	$5m	multi-year	
precinct	development.	Council	received	a	$867,500	grant	from	the	Federal	Government	towards	the	work,	
funded	under	its	Smart	Cities	and	Suburbs	Program.	Approaching	the	final	stages	of	this	4	year	project	that	
include	reserve	and	playground	upgrades,	street	infrastructure	upgrades,	art	installations	to	support	improved	
walking	and	cycling,	connectivity,	safety	and	community	liveability,	the	final	‘Smart	Precinct’	component	
commenced	in	May	2020	and	will	be	complete	in	2021.
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• Redevelop tennis and netball courts and open space at Tarnham Road Reserve
Council will replace four ageing tennis courts with four new courts that can be used for both tennis and netball.   
A	shelter,	toilet,	and	play	equipment	will	also	be	installed.	Work	will	cost	$1.64m	and	is	expected	to	begin	 
in	early	2021.

• BMX Facility in partnership with the State Government and the City of Onkaparinga
Council	will	commence	the	construction	of	the	Sam	Willoughby	BMX	facility	to	be	built	to	UCI	standards,	in	
partnership with the State Government and the neighbouring City of Onkaparinga. 

Council	has	forecast	a	total	project	cost	of	$5.8m,	with	$1.75m	from	Council	funds,	$0.75m	from	City	of	
Onkaparinga and the remaining $3.3m coming from State Government grant funding).

• Greening our Streets
Guided	by	our	Streetscape	Policy,	we	will	improve	the	attractiveness,	amenity,	character	and	functionality	of	
streetscapes in the City of Marion to improve the environment and add value to people’s experience in the City.

• Marion Outdoor Pool
Council	will	continue	with	the	$3.57m	3-year	staged	upgrade	of	the	Marion	Outdoor	Pool.	This	upgrade	will	
improve the facility to contemporary standards to ensure it remains as an attractive outdoor swimming and 
family	recreation	site	for	people	of	varying	interests.	The	upgrades	seek	to	foster	social	connectedness,	active	
and	healthy	lifestyles,	developing	neighbourhoods,	attractive	and	safe,	and	empowering	communities	to	work	in	
partnership	with	Council	for	various	programs	and	initiatives.	The	final	stage	of	this	three-year	upgrade	include	
a	splash	pad,	water	play	and	picnic	areas,	shade,	and	paths.	It	is	scheduled	to	be	complete	by	the	start	of	the	
2020	summer	season.

• Southern Soccer Facility
The	Southern	Soccer	Facility	will	cost	$7m	and	include	three	turf	pitches,	floodlighting,	fencing,	clubrooms,	and	
car	parking	for	more	than	200	vehicles.	Council	will	provide	$4.5m	of	funding	and	the	State	Government	$2.5m	
to support growing membership and participation of soccer. 

THE COMMUNITY’S CAPACITY TO PAY
CPI,	and	ultimately	average	wage	movements,	is	a	guide	of	the	ability	of	most	residents	to	pay.		Those	residents	
whose	financial	position	does	not	necessarily	move	with	CPI	(e.g.	pensioners)	may	not	have	the	ability	or	capacity	to	
afford	the	full	payment	of	rates.		This	is	in	part	dealt	with	by	Council’s	existing	rating	policy	which	provides	multiple	
forms	of	financial	assistance	to	these	people:

• Postponement	of	Rates	–	Hardship

• Postponement	of	Rates	–	Seniors

• Payment on Terms

• Rate Capping

• Large variety of payment options
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OTHER POTENTIAL REVENUE SOURCES/ OPPORTUNITIES
• Grant funding is Council’s second largest operating revenue source representing 7% of operating income over 

the	term	of	the	LTFP.	Council’s	ability	and	opportunity	to	attract	State	and	Federal	Government	funding	for	major	
projects	and	service	improvements	is	critical	to	the	long-term	financial	sustainability	of	the	organisation.	

• Shared	services	–	entering	shared	service	arrangements	with	other	councils	and	the	LGA	in	order	to	achieve	
economies	of	scale.	Partnering	with	not-for-profit	entities	to	provide	services	and	facilities	for	the	community	is	
another option. 

• Potential	sale	of	surplus	land	and	buildings	–	Whilst	the	LTFP	is	prepared	on	the	basis	that	there	is	no	reliance	
on	gains	from	the	disposal	of	assets	to	fund	essential	services,	consideration	should	be	given	to	this	potential	
revenue	source	when	considering	the	funding	options	for	major	strategic	redevelopment	projects.	

• Exploring	community	governance	and	community	capacity	building	opportunities	–	that	is	empowering	the	
community	to	explore,	fund	and	manage	projects	with	minimal	council	assistance.

ASSET MANAGEMENT
The	City	of	Marion’s	Asset	Management	Vision	is:

‘To maintain the City of Marion’s assets to agreed levels of service which maximise community value throughout an asset’s life’. 

Council’s	Asset	Management	Plans	detail	information	about	our	assets	and	define	the	services	to	be	provided,	how	
the	services	are	provided,	and	what	funds	are	required	to	provide	the	services.	All	City	of	Marion	assets	are	audited	
annually and frequently inspected on a rolling inspection regime.

Large proportions of Council’s assets have been in existence for many years. Council has also received several 
‘gifted’	assets	from	developers,	which	attract	ongoing	operational	and	maintenance	costs	over	their	life.	 
At	the	same	time,	demographic	change	is	challenging	the	capacity	of	existing	assets	to	meet	the	increasing	
demands	of	the	environment	in	which	they	are	located.	The	community’s	expectations	too	are	increasing,	which	
affects	the	ability	of	existing	purpose-built	assets	to	meet	the	changing	needs	of	future	residents.	As	community	
assets	have	a	lengthy	useful	life,	it	is	a	complex	task	to	monitor	the	cost	and	timing	of	their	renewal.	

Asset	management	is	a	critical	tool	in	ensuring	appropriate	provision	is	made	for	the	long-term	management	of	
community	assets,	and	their	impacts	on	all	areas	of	service	planning	and	delivery.

Our assets enable the provision of services to the community and businesses for current and future generations. 
Assets play a vital role in the local economy and on residents’ quality of life. 
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FINANCIAL INDICATORS

KEY FINANCIAL INDICATORS

OPERATING SURPLUS RATIO
The Operating Surplus ratio expresses the level of operating surplus before capital expenditure as a percentage of 
rates. It gives an indication of Council’s ability to service its operations from expected rate income and maintain 
financial	sustainability	in	the	long	term	

TARGET
An	operating	surplus	ratio	averaging	between	0%	and	10%	over	any	consecutive	five-year	period.	

LTFP COMMENTARY
The	Operating	Surplus	Ratio	is	within	the	adopted	target	range	of	0–10%.	The	forecast	surplus	is	required	to	provide	
the	funding	necessary	to	meet	the	costs	of	delivering	services	and	projects	to	the	community	including	the	renewal	
and	upgrade	of	existing	community	assets	over	time	to	maintain	community	service	standards	and	expectations,	
along	with	the	ability	to	fund	future	major	projects.
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NET FINANCIAL LIABILITY RATIO
Net	Financial	Liabilities	Ratio	expresses	Net	Financial	Liabilities	–	This	comprises	total	liabilities	less	financial	assets	
(where	financial	assets	for	this	purpose	includes	cash,	investments,	loans	to	community	groups,	receivables	and	
prepayments) expressed as a percentage of total operating revenue. This indicates Council’s capacity to meet its 
financial	obligations	from	operating	revenue.	

TARGET
The	desirable	target	range	for	this	indicator	is	between	0%	and	50%

LTFP COMMENTARY
The	net	financial	liability	ratio	is	forecast	at	-2.19%	in	2020/2021,	increasing	with	the	borrowings	projected	for	
2021/2022	and	2022/2023	to	8.61%	and	then	decreasing	across	the	LTFP	as	loan	repayments	are	made.	 
A	negative	ratio	means	Council	is	in	a	financially	favourable	position	with	more	financial	assets	than	liabilities	 
(more cash than debt).
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ASSET RENEWAL FUNDING RATIO
The Asset Renewal Funding ratio is calculated by measuring capital expenditure on renewal and replacement of 
assets relative to the Infrastructure and Asset Management Plan required expenditure. This indicates whether 
Council	is	renewing	or	replacing	existing	non-financial	assets	in	accordance	with	its	future	Asset	Management	
renewal requirements. 

TARGET
It	is	suggested	that	a	long-term	asset	sustainability	index	between	95-100%	is	acceptable	as	per	Council’s	Asset	
Management Policy

LTFP COMMENTARY 
With	planned	expenditure	on	asset	renewal	Council’s	Asset	Sustainability	ratio	is	projected	to	sit	above	the	 
target	until	2023-24.	This	indicates	that	Council’s	asset	base	may	require	additional	renewal	expenditure	after	
2023-2024.	With	continuing	work	on	Asset	Management	Plans	and	strategies	relating	to	specific	asset	classes	 
well advanced a good foundation has been set to continue improving this in future. 
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OTHER FINANCIAL INDICATORS
While	the	Key	Financial	Indicators	are	those	that	are	required	by	the	Regulations,	a	number	of	other	ratios	can	be	
used	to	measure	financial	performance.	The	two	other	indicators	that	Council	has	elected	to	use	are	as	follows:

DEBT SERVICING RATIO
The Debt Servicing ratio expresses forecast debt servicing costs (principal and interest) compared to rates revenue. 
This	indicates	the	ability	of	Council	to	service	fixed	borrowings	from	forecast	rate	income.

TARGET
This	indicator	has	a	desired	target	range	between	0%	and	5%

LTFP COMMENTARY
This	indicator	peaks	at	2.7%	in	2023/2024.	With	forecast	new	borrowings	within	the	LTFP	of	$12.9m	required	to	
fund	capital	expenditure	by	2023/2024,	Council’s	Debt	Servicing	Ratio	remains	within	the	target	range	over	the	
course	of	the	LTFP.	This	indicates	a	moderate	capacity	to	borrow	within	this	ratio,	noting	that	all	ratios	should	be	
considered before making this decision.
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ASSET CONSUMPTION RATIO
The Asset Consumption ratio is calculated by measuring the written down value (depreciated value) of the 
assets against their replacement cost. It illustrates the amount of asset life or ‘as new’ condition remaining in 
the depreciable assets. Depreciation represents the reduction in value of the assets each year and therefore 
accumulated depreciation is the total reduction in the carrying value of the assets.

TARGET 
The	average	proportion	of	‘as	new	condition’	left	in	assets	is	greater	than	80%	and	less	than	100%.

LTFP COMMENTARY
The Asset Consumption Ratio highlights the potential service level remaining in Council’s assets. If the Asset 
Consumption	Ratio	is	high,	this	indicates	that	Council’s	assets	are	in	relatively	good	condition	-	that	is	they	are	either	
relatively	new	or	have	been	maintained	in	good	condition.	If	the	Asset	Consumption	Ratio	is	low,	this	indicates	that	
Council’s	assets	are	in	relatively	poor	condition	-	that	is	assets	have	not	been	renewed	at	a	time	when	renewal	was	
expected to occur.

Council’s	Asset	Consumption	ratio	falls	just	outside	of	its	target,	however	with	many	long	lived	assets	and	steady	
renewal	programs	this	is	holding	firm	at	around	76%.	This	indicates	that	Council’s	asset	base	requires	further	
renewal	to	achieve	the	80%	minimum.	With	continuing	work	on	its	Asset	Management	Plans	and	strategies	relating	
to	specific	asset	classes	in	progress,	a	good	foundation	is	being	set	to	improve	this	in	the	future.
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* Employee Costs include temporary labour hire
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GLOSSARY

FINANCIAL ASSETS
Financial	Assets	include	cash,	investments,	loans	to	community	groups,	receivables	and	prepayments,	but	excludes	
equity	held	in	Council	businesses,	inventories	and	land	held	for	resale.

FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY
Financial	Sustainability	is	where	planned	long-term	service	and	infrastructure	levels	and	standards	are	met	without	
unplanned and disruptive increases in rates or cuts to services.

INTEREST COVER RATIO
Interest Cover Ratio indicates the extent to which Council’s commitment to interest expenses are met by total 
operating revenues. The ratio is calculated by measuring net interest expense to total operating revenue  
(excluding Regional Landscape Levy). 

NET LENDING/ (BORROWING)
Net	Lending/	(Borrowing)	equals	Operating	Surplus	/	(Deficit),	less	net	outlays	on	non-financial	assets.	This	result	is	
a	measure	of	the	Council’s	overall	(i.e.	Operating	and	Capital)	budget	on	an	accrual	basis.	Achieving	a	zero	result	in	
any one year essentially means that the Council has met all of all its expenditure (both operating and capital) from 
the current year’s revenues.

NON-FINANCIAL OR PHYSICAL ASSETS
Non-financial	or	Physical	Assets	refers	to	infrastructure,	land,	buildings,	plant,	equipment,	furniture	and	fittings,	
library books and inventories. 

OPERATING DEFICIT
Operating	Deficit	is	where	operating	revenues	are	less	than	operating	expenses	(i.e.	operating	revenue	is	therefore	
not	sufficient	to	cover	all	operating	expenses).

OPERATING EXPENSES
Operating	Expenses	are	operating	expenses	shown	in	the	Income	Statement,	including	depreciation,	but	excluding	
losses	on	disposal	or	revaluation	of	non-financial	assets.

OPERATING REVENUES
Operating	Revenues	are	incomes	shown	in	the	Income	Statement	but	exclude	profit	on	disposal	of	non–financial	
assets	and	amounts	received	specifically	for	new/upgraded	assets	(e.g.	from	a	developer).	For	ratios	calculated	where	
the	denominator	specified	is	total	operating	revenue	or	rate	revenue,	Regional	Landscape	Levy	(formerly	NRM	levy)	
revenue is excluded. 

OPERATING SURPLUS
Operating Surplus is where operating revenues are greater than operating expenses (i.e. operating revenue is 
therefore	sufficient	to	cover	all	operating	expenses)	but	does	not	take	into	account	any	capital	expenditure.


